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Living on Ethnography and Comparison

What Difference Do Hai||om “Bushmen” Make
to Anthropology (and Vice Versa)?

Thomas Widlok

Abstract. - Anthropologists are concerned about the absence

°f their discipline in Namibia and in the wider region. In this
contribution I try to clarify what exactly is missing if anthropol-
°gy is not institutionalised locally. I underline the importance
°f ethnography and comparison which I fear is underestimated
by some recent work. In my response to views about my

own work aired in Anthropos (2001), I point out the useful
Potentials of comparative ethnography with special reference to
hunter-gatherer studies. I argue against attempts at redefining
a ll anthropological work as contemporary history and extreme
r eflexivity and at renouncing and denouncing all comparative
a nthropology as anachronistic and politically irresponsible. I
dentify three new debates dealing with cultural difference,
case-based evidence, and political relevance, which I hope
"'ill take over the space previously occupied by “the Kalahari
debate.” [Namibia, Hai\\om, Mangetti, sociality, ethnography,
Cotnparison, cultural difference, case-based evidence, political
re levance, hunter-gatherer studies]
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Introduction
Thnere is wide agreement that anthropology has

een underrepresented in post-apartheid southern

Africa, and in post-independence Namibia in par
ticular (Widlok 1992a, 1992b; Gordon 2000; Sul
livan 2001). A discussion of the role of anthro
pology in this particular region sheds some light
on the more general issue of why anthropology
matters and what exactly we miss (apart from job
opportunities) if there is no or very little anthro
pology in a region. Does it matter for the region
and does it matter for anthropology at large? I have
given my own view on this, first in programmatic
terms ( 1992a, 1992b) and later in substantial terms
as I have reported on my field research with
the Hai||om of Mangetti (1994a, 1994b, 1995b,
1996, 1999) and with the j=Aoni of the ¡Khuiseb
(1998a, 1998b) without of course claiming that
the work of an individual could or should cover

everything that anthropologists can do. In fact,
the number of non-Namibian anthropologists in
the country has grown steadily since independence
creating a plurality of approaches and fields under
investigation. However, in reaction to this work,
especially with regard to work related to so-called
“Bushmen” or “San,” it has been advocated that
anthropology should primarily be “contemporary
history” (Suzman 2000), or “extreme reflexivity
and deconstruction” (Sullivan 2001: 190) and it
is these positions which I want to discuss in
this contribution. It makes sense to carry out this
discussion on the basis of my most comprehensive
work (1999), an ethnographic monograph with
a comparative perspective, and with regard to a
counterposition that it has provoked in the previ


